CGI All Payments
Accelerate your payments transformation
hether the goal is to achieve the promise of real
time, or meet immediate compliance mandates,
financial institutions each must choose their own
path for payments transformation. As a trusted
advisor for more than 40 years, CGI guides clients along their
journey—from assessing where they are today and taking them
where they want to be.
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CGI All Payments is a modern, modular, cloud-ready solution built on global
industry standards to ensure your payments business is future-proof. It helps
you increase revenue by reducing transaction costs and time to market for
new revenue streams. Customers also benefit from a wide range of payment
choices and the ability to transfer and receive funds 24/7/365. As an
integrated software platform for processing real-time, wire and ACH
payments, CGI All Payments’ built-in work-flow engine helps automate the
processing of payment transactions to reduce manual processing while
improving straight-through processing (STP) rates across all payment types.
With CGI’s industry expertise and technical leadership, access to the latest
payment channels is available anytime to ensure your business keeps up
with customer demands, industry standards and compliance mandates.
CGI All Payments enables banks to drive revenue and achieve differentiation
by


Adopting APIs to enhance the banking experience and stay ahead
of new regulations such as Open Banking in the UK, which is driving
online and mobile payment innovation



Providing new and innovative services such as SWIFT gpi and
real-time payments to wholesale and retail clients



Delivering a consistent and improved customer experience that
enables instantaneous transfer and receipt of funds 24/7/365, with
supportive data presented consistently



Leveraging data to build detailed trend analyses to gain insight into
customer needs to drive development of value-added services



Monitoring liquidity thresholds and allowing adjustments at the
touch of a button to address customer demands and changing
business and market conditions



Balancing exception processing requests with internal STP
targets

CGI is a company of firsts in the payments
industry anticipating and proactively driving
payments innovation for clients to become a
market leader:
 40% of global FX settlement volume
processed by CGI
 Over 20% of SWIFT payment
transactions processed by CGI
 CGI All Payments provides improved
straight-through processing and full
payment service capability
 CGI handles over 35% of all U.S. wirebased transaction volume (~$3 trillion to
$5 trillion USD per day)
 Relationships with our top 10 banking
clients globally span an average of 27
years
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KEY FEATURES
CGI All Payments is a flexible platform that handles leading payment types—
anytime, anywhere, regardless of the settlement and clearing network it’s
riding on. Developed as a modern, integrated and flexible payment services
hub, it offers everything you need to transform your payments environment
into an efficient, full service, money moving operation that adds value for
your customers and improves your bottom line. CGI All Payments is:


Global – Supports multiple currencies and languages, and as many
payments channels as required worldwide



User-centric – Provides an intuitive user interface with access to a set of
dynamic dashboards and visibility into customized workflows; on-the-fly
changes can be made to payments rules to ensure the rules are up to
date, and operational staff can make adjustments directly



API-enabled – Promotes back-office efficiencies and enhances the frontend experience for customers



Built for scalability – Delivers on-demand performance you can count
on, adjusting processing power to scale up instantly when you need it
and reducing costs of increased capacity through efficiency gains



Cloud-enabled – Supports full deployment across multiple ecosystems,
either in the cloud or on premise



Smart and intuitive – Enables workflow pattern matching and auto
repair through process automation, improving STP



Flexible – Provides options for adding or replacing only the payment
functionality and clearing networks you require through a modular
architecture



Secure – Ensures the highest level of security through industry accepted
approaches such as WSO2 Identity Server and Federated SSO via
SAML2



Compliant – Delivers ISO 20022 compliance out of the box, supporting
needs today and the flexibility to meet future mandates

A TRUSTED ADVISOR TO
MANAGE THE PACE OF CHANGE
As a collaborative partner with a deep
understanding of the full scope of
implementation, CGI helps clients develop a
strategy and roadmap to modernize, replace
or preserve existing systems to compete
and win the race to real-time payments.
Our consultants are steeped in payments
and have experienced firsthand many of the
regulatory changes such as SEPA, UK
Faster Payments and Open Banking with
our clients in Europe and Asia. This knowhow, combined with a proven solution
ensures U.S. clients can modernize their
systems at a pace that is right for them—
manageable and affordable, while
minimizing cost and risk.

ABOUT CGI
Founded in 1976, CGI is among the largest
IT and business consulting services firms in
the world. Operating in hundreds of
locations across the globe, CGI delivers an
end-to-end portfolio of capabilities, from IT
and business consulting to systems
integration, outsourcing services and
intellectual property solutions. CGI works
with clients through a local relationship
model complemented by a global delivery
network to help clients achieve their goals,
including becoming customer-centric digital
enterprises.

CGI All Payments features a technology stack that assembles and integrates
industry-leading products that fully complement our payments hub. With our
deep expertise and industry knowledge embedded in the platform, CGI All
Payments helps clients achieve their goals for real-time payments today, and
into the future—enabling the introduction of innovative services, faster
processing, lower costs and greater transparency.
With the option to run on an on-premise, SaaS or cloud platform, clients can
choose the delivery option that best meets their needs for capacity today, but
is scalable for tomorrow. As an independent provider, CGI offers a solution
that is fully deployable across multiple ecosystems.

For more information about CGI, visit
cgi.com, or email us at info@cgi.com.
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